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Fuel services for business resilience

Organisations operating within critical power have been utilising our fuel maintenance contracts  
for over 10 years. They are a key pillar of their business continuity plan for their clients. 

We understand the criticality of the products and services provided within these contracts to ensure maximum  
uptime should any issues occur with the Grid, whilst also understanding that not all customers require all the  
services within these contracts. 

That’s why we offer a completely bespoke contract for each customer dependant on their requirements, which  
are fully explored and understood in an initial ‘customer understanding’ workshop that our critical power sector  
specialist will carry out with you. 

Why it’s important to act:

of data centres have 
experienced some type of 

outage in the past 3 years that 
could have been avoided. 

80% 
is the time 

stored fuel starts  
to degrade.

3-4  
months  

of backup  
generator failures 
are fuel related.

25% 
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Fuel maintenance 
contracts for total 
business resilience 

Fuel sampling 
We attend your site at a frequency of your choice 

(typically bi-annually or quarterly) to take fuel samples 

and provide an analysis report that is fully verified  

by a 3rd party laboratory.

With a WP Group fuel maintenance contract you will recieve:

Fuel services for business resilience

24/7 emergency response  
We provide 4, 8, and 12-hour response times  

through our 24/7 delivery retainer service. No 

matter the time, we will be there within the  

agreed emergency SLA.

Fuel services 
From tank cleaning and servicing to fuel polishing 

and site audits, our range of fuel services lets us 

take care of your infrastructure and fuel products, 

so you don’t have to worry.
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Fuel  
maintenance 
services

Fuel services for business resilience

Tank Cleaning
As part of your planned preventative maintenance or as 
enabling works, we provide gas-free certification for all 
manned entry tasks. Have confidence in knowing it’s all 
handled by our team of trained and certified engineers.

Environmental Site Inspection/Audit
A thorough visual inspection checks that your fuel storage 
meets the latest environmental and fuel storage regulations. 
The backbone of your planned preventative maintenance 
programme providing you with key information on your fuel 
storage set-up and compliance.

With our bespoke fuel maintenance contracts,  
choose from the following fuel services and build  
the right mix for your business.  
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Tank Service
Routine in-depth tank inspections will establish their condition 
and if they remain suitable/safe for storing fuel. These 
inspections ensure the prevention of leaks, tank collapse and 
environmental knock-on effects that can be avoided. Our 
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) will ensure your tank is always 
fully compliant and operational.

Fuel Polishing 
At any point where fuel contamination or degradation may occur, 
fuel polishing is recommended. Fuel within your tank is removed 
and passed through a filtration unit, where any sediments and 
microbial contamination is removed. The restored clean fuel is then 
put back into your tanks. Fuel polishing removes the particulate 
matter, microbial growths and water from your fuel which may 
cause tank or engine failure. Our fixed or mobile units can be 
brought to your tank for peace of mind.

Fuel Transfers and Uplifts
In the event that you need to make a transfer of fuel from one tank 
to another, it can be easily done with our fuel transfer service. This 
is done with one of our tankers or through our fuel polishing system. 
From time to time your fuel may need to be moved between tanks 
or removed from site. Using our fuel polishing equipment, we can 
safely transfer fuel between tanks without the risk of transferring 
contaminants. Fuel can be removed from site and disposed of 
through our licenced waste disposal partner.

Fuel services for business resilience

Find the right  
solutions for  
your business
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The benefits of  
switching to HVO

Fully reportable reduction 
of carbon supporting 
sustainability objectives

Accredited with EN15940 
standard for paraffinic fuels

CFPP (Freezing Point)  
of -40oC

Produced from 100% 
sustainable renewable waste 
feedstocks; sustainability 
certification is available with 
every order

Drop-in replacement for 
standard diesel and gas  
oil- no retrofit required

Reduced maintenance 
requirements with a storage  
life of over 10 years

Reduces NOx (Nitrogen Oxides) 
emissions by 30% and PM 
(Particulate Matter) by 70%

Discover how much carbon 
you could be saving by 

switching to HVO using our 
Carbon Savings Calculator.  

 
Visit: thewp-group.co.uk/hvo

Fuel services for business resilience

The quest for ever-increasing levels of sustainability and efficiency is driving change and shaping the 
world around us. HVO is the perfect fuel to support you to achieve your sustainability objectives. 

http://thewp-group.co.uk/hvo
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Fuel services for  
business resilience 

To start using our fuel services to improve your  
business resilience, get in touch today.

Call: 0800 980 6172

Email: enquiries@thewp-group.co.uk
Visit our website: thewp-group.co.uk

WP Group 
Suite 1, Second Floor 
Grosvenor House
Grosvenor Square
Southampton 
SO15 2BE


